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Achievement
Continuously striving for the
best outcomes in all areas.
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for each other and our College.

Empathy
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is the basis for learning.
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Welcome

Core

Welcome to Year 7 & 8 at Bannockburn College!
This handbook provides information about Year 7 & 8,
a useful snapshot of the learning journey at Bannockburn
College, particularly to our new families who are joining
the College at the secondary year levels. We suggest this
booklet is read in conjunction with the Parent Handbook.
At Bannockburn College we believe that all students can learn and
achieve success. We also believe that students learn best when;
teaching is purposeful, learning is a continuum and students are taught
at their point of need, the learning environment is safe and supportive,
there is a collective responsibility for learning across the College,
learning at school is in partnership with home and the community and
students have ownership of their learning.
Every child is a member of a Homegroup and house with a dedicated
Homegroup teacher. The reinforcement of a positive home/school
relationship for your child begins with their Homegroup teacher and
within their Homegroup. Your child’s Homegroup teacher is the first point
of contact with the college either directly, by phone or through computer.
At Bannockburn College our contemporary physical environment
supports a collaborative and productive learning environment. Students
in Year 7 and 8 Homegroups are based within a Learning Community
along with their Homegroup teachers.
The curriculum at Years 7 and 8 is based on the Victorian Curriculum.
The core subjects are organised around the traditional disciplines to
ensure all students are exposed to a core ‘foundation’ curriculum and
Learning for Life. Each subject area includes a focus on interpersonal
development and personal learning, as well as thinking and
communication skills across the curriculum.
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Learning
for Life

The learning program is designed to foster intellectual, physical and
social development in each student through participation in programs
of study and other activities appropriate to their diverse needs, abilities
and aspirations. Consequently, the Year 7 curriculum incorporates
programs which seek to build the skills required for the successful
transition into secondary school and provides a strong foundation for
future academic studies.
The teaching and learning program at Bannockburn College is well
supported by Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
which is used extensively by students and teachers. Our resources
also include a well-stocked Learning Resource Centre and purpose
built, fully equipped, facilities such as the Performing Arts and Physical
Education Centre, the Design, Science and Technology building.
For further information about the College’s 7-12 curriculum please
contact Robyn Anderson, Assistant Principal.
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Learning beyond the classroom
The College acknowledges the benefits of activities beyond
the classroom, in terms of enriched learning experiences
and the strengthening of relationships.
The College has an excellent camping program and both Year 7 and 8
students will have the opportunity to attend a camp.
Excursions associated with subjects are frequent throughout the year
and charges are specific to the length and location. Detailed camp
information will be communicated throughout the year.
Students will also have the opportunity to compete in College sporting
teams during the year, competing against other Geelong schools.
Each student also belongs to one of our College Houses:
BARWON BLUE
LEIGH GREEN
MOORABOOL RED
SUTHERLANDS YELLOW
Sporting Carnivals are a significant aspect of our College ethos and fun
days for everyone involved.
Bannockburn College values and promotes student leadership. There are
a range of leadership positions and opportunities and we encourage
students to get involved.
Clubs & CARE activities – lunchtime clubs and activities are a great way
for students to pursue interests and gain skills while making and
strengthening friendships. Clubs are open to everyone and further
information can be found in the College library.
Bannockburn College uses Compass as a Learning Management tool
which allows communication between students, teachers and parents,
through Newsfeeds and e-mail/messenger facilities.
Students’ Learning Tasks are accessible online and students can submit
work, receive teacher feedback, and set and reflect on their learning goals.
Please refer to the Parent Handbook for further details.
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Learning for Life

Learning
for Life

Across the College our students undertake an intensive
Learning for Life program which focuses on developing
students’ learning dispositions: Risk taking, Perseverance,
Resilience, Creativity, Leadership, Teamwork and
Reflections. These dispositions refer to the way in which
learners engage in and relate to the learning process.
Learning dispositions affect how students approach
learning and therefore the outcomes of their learning.

Year 7 Learning for Life program
The Year 7 Learning for Life program actively seeks opportunities to
create authentic learning tasks. This involves applying personal & social
capabilities in a community project. The program supports students in:
• Developing their study skills
•	Setting personal learning goals & achieving those
•	Developing personal interests through ‘Project Based Learning’

Year 8 Learning for Life program
In Year 8 Learning for Life students participate in a range of learning
experiences to develop their social and emotional maturity. Students
choose their own challenging activities which are interesting and
exciting. Along the way students learn to help others, make new friends
and develop new skills. Students will:
• Participate in a Physical Activity
• Do some volunteering
• Prepare and undertake an Exploration

Student Diaries
Each student is expected to have a College diary, which needs to be
purchased from the College Office for the start of the year. Students
will be taught to use a diary and to use this to record important dates
and organise their time.

Homework
At Year 7 and 8 level homework is designed to reinforce the learning in
class. At this stage routines are set for students to learn to manage
their time and develop productive and effective study habits. Please
refer to the Parent Handbook for further details.

College Values
Our College values are Curiosity, Achievement, Respect and Empathy,
C.A.R.E. Our shared expectations for our values are documented in our
CARE framework and explicitly taught to support students to succeed.
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Core Subjects
All Year 7 and 8 Students will study the core subjects of
English, Mathematics, Science, French Language, Health,
Physical Education, Humanities, Arts and Technology.
These subjects will be taught across the whole year.
Learning within each of these subjects will continue to build on the
learning of previous years. In these subjects learning will be structured
for each students’ particular learning needs. Students will be
supported to set and achieve individual learning goals within these
subjects and celebrate their achievement.
There is a strong emphasis on building a solid foundation in both
English and Mathematics, allowing students to build their skills in
preparation for their future.
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Core

English
In English, there are three components; Speaking and Listening,
Reading and Viewing, and Writing.

Speaking and Listening
Students will participate in a variety of oral learning activities which will
enable them to develop their skills in listening critically and speaking
effectively for a wide range of purposes and audiences.

Reading and Viewing
Students will read and view a wide range of texts which examine different
perspectives on complex themes and issues in order to develop more
critical and analytical ways of reading and responding to texts.

Writing
Students will develop a range of written skills to enable them to write
creatively, critically and informatively in an increasingly complex way for
different purposes and audiences.
Students will complete a number of learning tasks. These will include
literature-based studies, poetry, various writing genres, language/issues
analysis and studying film as text.

•W
 riting Tasks Across
Genres
• Reading &
Responding to Texts
•C
 ommon Assessment
Tasks
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Mathematics
Mathematics provides students with access to important
mathematical ideas, knowledge and skills, that they will draw
on in their personal and working lives. As life-long learners,
Mathematics is the basis on which further study, research
and applications in many other fields are built.
Students will explore the three strands of the Mathematics curriculum:
Numbers and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and
Probability. Students will develop their understanding and fluency of
these areas and extend through problem solving and reasoning
strategies as well as applying their knowledge to real life scenarios.
In this subject students will be immersed in differentiated learning tasks
that expand their skills, knowledge and understanding of:
Year 7
•	Financial Maths
•	Sketching and interpreting graphs from first hand data
•	Using algebra to represent and solve real life problems
•	Measurement of composite and 3D shapes
• Ratios and scale factors

Year 8
•	Number skills from previous years including solving problems involving
all four operations with fractions, decimals, percentages
•	Exploring variables and algebra, and applying their knowledge of the
number system to algebraic expressions
•	Using the Cartesian plane to interpret and analyse graphs of relations
from real data, as well as developing simple linear models for situations
•	Exploring perimeter, area and volume of a range of different shapes and
how to calculate them. Students will also use models and sketch shapes
•	Using a range of data from primary and secondary sources, representing
this data visually in range of different graphs. Calculating mean, mode,
median and range for data sets to assist in the analysis of data
•	Probability of different events and how to determine the sample space
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As part of the Mathematics course, students will work independently
at their point of need on their own Maths Pathway program across the
three strands.

•P
 roblem Solving
Projects
•A
 pplication Tasks
•C
 ommon Assessment
Tasks

Science
The Year 7 and 8 Science course is designed to develop the
capacity of students in the two Victorian Curriculum strands
of: Science Inquiry Skills and Science Understanding.
Throughout the year, students will develop their understanding of the
experimental method, as well as their skills in data analysis, evaluation
of evidence, and the scientific process.
Students will investigate:
•	How the positions of the Sun, Earth and the Moon cause day and
night, the seasons and eclipses
•	The earths renewable and non-renewable resources and complete
an in depth analysis of the water cycle
•	The different states of matter and how particles are arranged in
these phases
•	What types of particles make mixtures and solutions
•	How organisms are classified, including differences between groups
and how diverse life is
•	How organisms interact and the food chains and food webs of the
plant and animal kingdoms
•	The different forms of energy including heat, light, chemical energy
and how energy is able to be transformed
•	How forces and gravity cause changes in motion

• Practical Experiments
& Reports
•R
 esearch Projects
•C
 ommon Assessment
Tasks
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French
Learning languages broadens students’ horizons about the
personal, social, cultural and employment opportunities
that are available in an increasingly interconnected and
interdependent world. The interdependence of countries
and communities requires people to negotiate experiences
and meanings across languages and cultures.
Students acquire communication skills in French. The topics covered
include;
Year 7
•	Introduction (Numbers, Colours, Greetings, Classroom Instructions
and Routines)
• Moi (Describing ourself, where we live, our family and pets)
• l’Ecole (Life at school)
• La Nourriture (food)

• Listening Task
• Written Task
• Reading Task

Year 8

• Poster Task

• Le Village francais (French Villages)

• Booklet Task

• La Maison et la Chambre (the Home)
• Colonies de Vacances (Holiday Camps and Activities)
• La Routine Quotidienne (Daily Routines)
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• Role Play

• Speaking Task
• Listening Task

Health
Health focuses on students enhancing their own and
others’ health, safety, wellbeing and physical activity.
Students develop the knowledge, understanding and skills
to strengthen their sense of self, and build and manage
satisfying relationships. Health studies help students to be
resilient, and to make decisions and take actions to promote
their health.
Health Education covers food and nutrition, relationships and sexuality,
mental health, drug education, safety and online behaviour, and the
benefits of physical activity. A harm minimisation approach is adopted
across all classes where issues relevant to young people are
investigated and discussed.

•F
 itness Knowledge &
Understanding
•D
 rug Education
•B
 uilding Respectful
Relationships
•M
 ental Wellness
• Nutrition
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Physical Education
The focus of Physical Education is to create individuals who
are focused on becoming fit for life. Students will engage in
a curriculum which will give them insight into how to develop
their mental, social, emotional and physical health.
Physical Education incorporates a number of individual and team sports
which aim to develop students’ motor skills, fitness and tactical
knowledge. Students will participate in activities including peer-teaching,
and co-operative learning tasks. The aim of these activities is to develop
leadership skills, confidence, teamwork and sportsmanship.
Because of the College’s firm belief in the importance of physical
activity participation in this subject is compulsory. Students are only
excused from activities with a signed note from a parent or a medical
certificate for any ongoing issues. For many injuries, there is often a
modified activity that students will be able to participate in to ensure
they are gaining something meaningful from their time in the subject.
The practical areas of study in this unit will mainly focus on the following
sports: Minor Games, Netball, Football Codes, Basketball, Badminton,
European Handball, Tennis and Table Tennis.

To participate in practical lessons or sporting competitions students
must wear full College sports uniform:
• College navy polo shirt and/or rugby top
• College navy shorts/track pants
• College jacket
•	College navy broad brim hat (must be worn during PE and Sport
when outside during terms 1 and 4)
•	White socks
See the Parent Handbook for details.
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•S
 elf Assessment:
Video Analysis
• Physical Skills
•R
 esearch Assignment
•P
 eer Teaching
•S
 kill Analysis
•R
 efereeing &
Umpiring

Humanities
Students study Humanities including History, Geography,
Civics & Citizenship and Economics.

History
Students will study history from the time of the earliest human
communities to the end of the ancient period. The study of the ancient
world includes the discoveries and the mysteries about this period
of history, in a range of societies including Australia, Greece and India.
The content provides opportunities for students to develop historical
understanding through key concepts.

Geography
Students will investigate two units of study: ‘Water in the World’ and
‘Place and Liveability’. Water in the World will focus on water as a
resource; the ways it is perceived and valued, its different forms, as well
as the impact of floods and drought. Place and Liveability focuses on
the concept of place through an investigation of liveability. Students will
examine why people choose certain places to live and analyse the
impact that the movement of people has on liveability. The liveability of
places is investigated using studies drawn from Australia and Europe.

Civics & Citizenship
Civics and Citizenship is essential in enabling students to become active
and informed citizens who participate in and sustain Australia’s
democracy. Through the study of Civics and Citizenship, students
investigate political and legal systems, and explore the nature of
citizenship, diversity and identity in contemporary society. They gain the
knowledge and skills necessary to question, understand and contribute
to the world in which they live.

• Research
Assignments
• Mapping/Timeline
Tasks
• Source Analysis

Economics
The Economics and Business curriculum explores the ways in which
individuals, families, the community, workers, businesses and governments
make decisions in relation to the allocation of resources. It enables
students to understand the process of economic and business decisionmaking at the personal, local, national, regional and global levels and the
effects of these decisions on themselves and others, now and in the
future. Students learn to appreciate the interdependence of decisions
made and develop the knowledge, understanding and skills that will inform
and encourage them to participate in, and contribute to, the economy.
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Arts
Students will study Visual and Performing Arts each for one
semester, in both Years 7 and 8.

Visual Arts

Students will be exploring a different range of medium and media that
will enhance their growing skills. They learn through skill building and
applying skills to multiple final artworks. A folio of work is to be kept and
learning these skills is important for further studies. They will use ICT to
help enhance their art work through cropping, editing and printing.
Clay, technical drawing, pop art and painting are a few of the topics
covered throughout these years and students will gain and
understanding of contemporary and traditional art forms. They will be
given the chance to explore their own ideas, ideals and interests which
will prepare them for senior studies in the Arts.

• Folio & Projects
• Technique & Skill
Building

Music

In Music students learn practical performance skills on their chosen
instrument in a group setting. They rehearse together to develop a
group piece and perform in front of a live audience. Students are
assessed on their group performance, instrumental skills and
knowledge of the elements of music. They learn to manipulate, express
and share sound as listeners and performers. Music learning has a
significant impact on the cognitive, motor, social and personal
competencies.
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• Instrumental Skills
• Listening and analysis
• Performance &
Evaluation

Technology
Students will study Materials Technology and Food
Technology each for one semester, in both Years 7 and 8.

Materials Technology

In Year 7 and 8 Materials Technology, students are introduced to
portable power tools and machinery such as the Pedestal Drill and Disc
Sander. Their product requires them to learn some basic woodworking
joints and design a portion of their work. Their Investigation Assignment
requires each student to re-design a product of their choosing to make
it more sustainable. An evaluation of the production work is completed
as a final task for the semester. Topics of study include: the product
design process, product design factors, and sustainability.

•P
 roduct Re-Design
Task
• Investigation
Assignment
•F
 inal Product
Evaluation

Food Technology

In Food Technology students answer the big question “What can I do to
be more sustainable?” Students learn the importance of eating
seasonally, making healthy food choices and the core skills to be able to
prepare food. Students follow the design process to develop a project
that promotes sustainable choices within the ECCLES and wider
community.

• Sustainability,
Knowledge &
Understanding
•S
 ustainability Project
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Co-curricular Activities
There are a multitude of co-curricular activities available
at Bannockburn College, providing students the option of
extending their learning beyond the classroom, allowing
them to pursue interests or hobbies further, as they begin to
gain experience and explore passions. These include Sports,
Instrumental Music, College Band and Dance Troupe. Please
see the Parent Handbook for information on these and more.
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College Information
College Address:
139 Milton Street,
			Bannockburn Vic 3331
Telephone: 		

(03) 5281 1755

E-mail:

bannockburn.p12@education.vic.gov.au

Website:		 www.bannockburnp12.vic.edu.au
College Facebook
@BannockburnCollege
College Instagram
@bannockburncollege

College Hours
College Day		

9.00am-3.30pm

Office Hours		

8.30am-4.30pm

Morning Recess

11.00am-11.30am

Lunchtime		

1.10pm-1.50pm

George Porter
Principal

Robyn
Anderson
Assistant
Principal

Nicola Ross
Assistant
Principal

It is important to note that there is no access to the College grounds
until gates open at 8.40am each day. Staff supervision of students in
the College grounds begins at 8.45am and after school until 3.45pm
(along with all recesses).
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Learning
for Life

